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a b s t r a c t 

This paper is concerned with a new and novel approach to modeling composite propellant burn rate 

behavior. It is founded on the fact that composite propellant combustion is largely boxed between the 

premixed limits – of pure AP and fine AP-binder (HTPB, here) whose burn behaviors are taken as known. 

The current strategy accounts for particle size distribution using the burn time averaging approach. The 

diffusional effects are accounted for through a calibrated heterogeneous quasi-one-dimensional model 

(HeQu1-D for short) that allows for the flame temperature dependence on the local AP size-binder thick- 

ness geometry. Fine AP-binder homogenization is adopted as in recent models with refinement on the 

particle size as a function of pressure. The specialty of the present approach is that it invokes local ex- 

tinction for fuel rich conditions for specific particle sizes when the heat balance causes the surface tem- 

perature to drop below the low pressure deflagration limit of AP; this feature allows for the prediction of 

extinction of propellant combustion. Combining these ideas into a MATLAB ® calculation framework that 

uses a single dataset on properties of AP and binder consistent with burn rate vs. pressure of pure AP and 

fine AP-binder system allows for making the predictions of propellants with multiple particle sizes and 

different fractions. Com parisons of burn rate data over nearly thirty compositions from different sources 

appear excellent to good. It is found that it is important to treat the full particle size distribution to 

achieve better predictions. Low burn rate index ( ∼0.25) observed with addition of SrCO 3 is captured by 

extending the model to include the effect of binder melt; the gas phase effect is accounted for by cali- 

bration against catalytic effect on the fine AP-binder propellant. An interesting deduction from the model 

is that the temperature sensitivity of propellants should not exceed that of AP. The robustness of the cur- 

rent model and speed of determining the burn rate behavior allow for the possibility of determining the 

particle size distribution required to meet the burn rate specifications of a specific propellant for practical 

applications before actually embarking on making the propellant. 

© 2016 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Ammonium Perchlorate-HTPB-Aluminum propellants at high 

olid loading are the state-of-the-art for space and large defense

aunch vehicles and equally so, AP-HTPB with little or no Alu-

inum is the combination adopted in tactical applications to avoid

rimary smoke. The development of all these propellants has oc-

urred through intuitive reasoning and a number of developmental

rials to achieve the specified burn rate behavior. While AP com-

osite propellant model development has been occurring over the

ast forty years starting with the BDP model (Beckstead-Derr–Price

rom) with several advances in the details to enhance the under-
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tanding, rarely are these contemplated as a development tool in

ractice. The primary reason for this situation is the lack of trust in

he model predictions. Cohen [1] has provided a critical view of the

trengths and shortcomings of the models and some shortcomings

ave not been overcome over decades. Some of the propellants re-

uired in tactical rocket motors go beyond the simplicity of the

omposition assumed in the modeling approach. Burn rate indices

f 0.25–0.30 are sought along with high energy. Understandably

ngineering these propellants still relies on empirically determined

egression rate variation with pressure ( p ) and initial temperature

 T 0 ). 

One major approach that takes benefit of the basic BDP model

2] , its variant, the petite ensemble model [3] and the modi-

ed BDP models [4] is the High Energy Petite Ensemble Model

HYPEM) reported in Blomshield [5] . Predictions obtained for

1 AP/HTPB propellants chosen from [6] by optimizing twelve
. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.combustflame.2016.07.031
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Fig. 1. Burn rate and index variation under complete premixed control ( AP [17] and 

82% 1–7 μm AP / HTPB [4] ; influence of lateral diffusion (SD-III-15, 19 and 21 from 

[6] ) and ISRO; effect of additives - LRSAM (SrCO 3 ). 
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Nomenclature 

AP ammonium perchlorate 

HTPB hydroxy-terminated-polybutadiene 

BDP Beckstead-Derr-Price 

p pressure (atm) 

T temperature (K) 

0 initial 

HYPEM High Energy Petite Ensemble Model 

n pressure index 

σp temperature sensitivity (%/K) 

˙ r linear regression rate (mm/s) 

σp temperature sensitivity (%/K) 

ρ density (kg/m 

3 ) 

d i diameter of i th AP particle ( μm ) 

f AP mass fraction 

SL total AP loading 

pm premixed 

bm binder-matrix 

ex extinction 

t bm 

binder matrix thickness ( μm ) 

O/F oxidizer-to-fuel ratio 

i i th particle 

l i line average intersection of particle of size d i 
k thermal conductivity (W/m-K) 

g gas phase 

s condensed phase, surface 

f flame 

d decomposition 

K r average gas phase reaction rate (s/m 

2 -atm) 

H enthalpy change (kJ/kg) 

x ∗ flame standoff distance ( μm ) 

c p specific heat at constant pressure (J/kg-K) 

E activation energy (J/mol) 

R universal gas constant (8.314 J/mol-K) 

crit critical 

eff effective 

g f geometric factor 

Z non-dimensional AP particle size 

d 0 diffusion distance ( μm ) 

ref reference 

f ll fraction of particle surface covered by binder melt 

f nll fraction of particle surface not covered by binder 

melt ( f nll = g f − f ll ) 

ξ non-dimensional distance, ξ = ρp ̇ r c p /k 

SC strontium carbonate 

parameters related to various physical and chemical processes in

the condensed and gas phase is shown to result in good compar-

isons with the experiments for burn rate ( ̇ r ), index ( n , the expo-

nent in the fit ˙ r = ap n ) and temperature sensitivity ( σ p , the per-

centage change in ˙ r with T 0 at constant pressure) at 10 0 0 psi. The

perceptible defect of this model is the lack of attempt to connect

these optimized parameters to fundamental physico-chemical pro-

cesses. This is perhaps the reason why it has not been paid atten-

tion to later by other researchers. 

The second approach that has been pursued is reactive flow

computation of the 3-D propellant packs with detailed and sim-

plified kinetics as a tool for understanding composite propellant

combustion process (see [7–13] ). The approach is indeed elegant,

but the claims of its contribution as a tool for design cannot reach

practical propellant engineering groups for two important reasons

– the first and more important one is that the physical and chemi-

cal effects, like surface behavior with liquid melts cannot be mod-
led simply to enable inclusion into the calculations and the sec-

nd more obvious reason is that the design process is computa-

ionally intensive and so time consuming. Further, with the lack of

ustification for relevance of the complexity of detailed chemistry

o predict some overall parameters, it does not seem appropriate

hat such an effort suggests itself for wider adoption. 

In the light of this situation, the present effort is aimed at de-

eloping a model that in simplicity must match earlier generation

odels, but take into account the diffusion process as accurately as

romised by the computational strategy. To enable this, the limits

f the combustion process – two premixed ends – of the pure AP

trand and a strand of very fine AP-binder mix (also with addi-

ives) are considered known. A part justification for this approach

s that AP itself has been a subject of considerable effort and its

hysics and chemistry are adequately understood for the present

urposes. The burn rate ( ̇ r ) and temperature sensitivity ( σ p ) varia-

ion with pressure as well the low pressure deflagration limits have

een captured (see [14,15] ) and hence, a simple heat transfer based

xpression that incorporates the thermodynamic and kinetic pa-

ameters (through the transfer number, B and overall kinetic rate)

hat gives these output quantities ( ̇ r and σ p ) is taken valid. Equally

o, the behavior of very fine AP (82% solid loading, 1/7 μm)-HTPB

escribed in Cohen and Strand [4] that is of premixed nature

 n ∼ 0.8) is taken as the highest burn rate achievable (without

urn rate modifiers). Lengelle et al. [16] also cites data with 5 mi-

ron AP drawn from Cohen [1] . Here again, a simple expression

or burn rate with different overall parameters depending on the

ame and surface temperatures is taken valid. All propellants with

ultiple AP particle sizes are taken to burn governed by diffusion

elated considerations between these limits unless catalytic effects

orce the burn rate to be much higher or even lower (lower than

ven AP in some pressure range). 

The aspects discussed above are set out in Fig. 1 that shows

urn rate data with pressure for several propellants including the

imit cases discussed above. The burn rate of SD-III-15, 19 and 21

re drawn from the well documented studies by Miller [6] . The

ork on AP by Boggs and Zurn [17] has shown that the burn

ates and temperature sensitivity ( σ p ) of AP are dependent on the

mount of some critical ingredients in it. In particular, Potassium

ons (K 

+ ) that come in due to the production process of AP can af-

ect the burn behavior. This point is considered important because

P affects the burn behavior of the propellant significantly, a fea-

ure well known in the literature. A point that will be brought out

ater concerns σ p of the propellants; the important result is that

he temperature sensitivity of the propellant will be lower than of

P. Thus if low temperature sensitivity of propellants is desired,

t is important to ensure that the AP chosen is reasonably pure
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(  
nd its temperature sensitivity is low ( ∼0.2%/K). The data from

oggs and Zurn [17] shows that σ p of AP from various sources is

nywhere between 0.2 and 1%/K alluding to the presence of im-

urities. The results of σ p of a variety of propellants reported in

lomshield [5] are anywhere from 0.17 to 0.32% at 68.9 atm, while

hat of pure AP is 0.16% [17] at the same pressure. Perhaps the AP

hosen in these propellants is ”impure”. Seeking comparisons on

p for propellants with models without the data on σ p of AP itself

ay be improper. In the present study, the data on AP chosen is

rom [17] . 

While most propellants with a range of sizes of AP burn at a

ate higher than that of AP at lower pressure (say, 20 atm, a fea-

ure that arises from the additional heat flux from the diffusion

ame) they have understandably lower n that make their burn rate

urves intersect the AP line at some pressure. In the region beyond

he point of intersection, the combustion process draws away en-

rgy from AP rather than enhancing it. This regime has not been

nvestigated by others even though it is of operational importance

s some rocket motor combustion instabilities have been ascribed

o this behavior (Varunkumar and Mukunda [18] ). Most burn rate

epressing additives cause this behavior. As can be seen in Fig. 1 ,

rCO 3 based propellants used in tactical rocket motor having burn

ates lower than that of AP beyond 50 atm showed substantial in-

tabilities in the operating pressure range of 70 to 110 atm. Re-

ucing the fraction of this compound significantly and enhancing

he burn rate of the propellant closer to that of AP in the opera-

ional range of the rocket motor eliminated the instabilities. Part of

he motivation for this effort on modeling the steady combustion

rose from the investigations on the instabilities. 

It is pertinent to point out that the model development pre-

ented here benefits from the sequential burning approach sug-

ested by Beckstead [19] and tried out by Lengelle et al. [16] and

erstein [20] in a limited way; it also adopts the fine particle ho-

ogenization idea employed by Gross et al. [12] and Gross [13] wi

h a more appropriate selection of the sizes that allow for homog-

nization. Further, the present effort accounts for the role of the

inder in as important a manner as brought out in experiments of

he wide distribution variety by Fredrick Jr [21] . Also, this model

oes far beyond in establishing a framework for a much wider class

f propellants (with very low burn rate index) and showing their

alidity for some cases in this paper. The model is termed ‘Hetero-

eneous Quasi One D imensional model (HeQu1-D)’ , the word “quasi”

eing related to the accounting of the two-dimensional diffusional

ehavior in an equivalent one-dimensional sense. 

The rest of paper is organized as follows – (1) HeQu1-D model

nd theory of local extinction, (2) idea of ‘critical pressure’, (3) pre-

ictions and comparison with experiments, (4) effect of burn rate

odifiers and (5) conclusions. 

. The HeQu1-D model 

The model consists of three parts, namely, (1) multi-modal pro-

ellant geometry, (2) 1D deflagration model for pure AP and ho-

ogeneous propellant (pseudo- or binder-matrix propellants) and

3) quasi-1-D deflagration model for binder-matrix coated AP par-

icles. 

.1. Multi-modal AP propellant geometry 

The first step in the development of a serial burning based

odel for AP/HTPB composite propellants is a geometric descrip-

ion of the multi-modal particle distribution along a random line

hrough a section of the propellant and its statistics. The following

ections present aspects related to such a geometric description,

amely apportioning of binder matrix and as to what constitutes a

tatistical path through a propellant. 
.1.1. Apportioning of binder matrix 

In general, a multi-modal AP/HTPB propellant consists of AP

articles (of density ρAP = 1950 kg/m 

3 ) of size d 1 , d 2 , d 3 , ..., d n 
ith corresponding mass fractions f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , ..., f n , such that 

∑ 

f i =
L, where SL , is total AP solid loading in the propellant; fuel mass

raction, f HT PB = 1 − SL and density of HTPB ( ρHTPB ) is taken as

75 kg/m 

3 . Since combustion of AP particles smaller than a cer-

ain size is premixed, these are homogenized with fuel and the re-

ulting HTPB-fine AP mixture is termed ‘binder-matrix’ . This critical

ize ( d pm 

) is a function of pressure, given by d pm 

= 16 exp(−0 . 02 p)

where d pm 

is in μm and p in atm ) and is deduced from the ex-

erimental burn rates reported in [6] for propellants in which the

mallest particle size is varied from 0.7 to 20 μm by maintain-

ng the rest of distribution. A similar approach for homogenization

s adopted in the work of Gross and others (see [12,13] ). In addi-

ion to this, a new criterion for homogenization based on extinc-

ion of highly fuel rich AP particles is introduced. This is a new

eature uncovered by the current model and a detailed description

s presented later. Anticipating this, the mass fraction of AP par-

icles incapable of undergoing self-sustained deflagration, denoted

 ex , is also homogenized with the fuel in addition to the fraction

etermined by the premixed limit criterion. Hence the mass frac-

ion of the binder-matrix is f bm 

= f HT PB + f pm 

+ f ex , where f pm 

is

he mass fraction of AP particles with size smaller than d pm 

and

 ex is the mass fraction of quenched AP particles. Then the density

f the binder-matrix is given by Eq. (1) . 

bm 

= 

f HT PB + f pm 

+ f ex 

f HT PB /ρHT PB + ( f pm 

+ f ex ) /ρAP 

(1) 

The volume fraction corresponding to f bm 

(calculated using the

inder matrix density, ρbm 

, given in Eq. (1) ) is assumed to be dis-

ributed over the surface of rest of the AP particles, such that the

esulting thickness of binder matrix ( t bm 

) is the same for all parti-

le sizes and can be obtained by solving Eq. (2) . 

f HT PB 

ρHT PB 

+ 

f pm 

+ f ex 

ρAP 

= 

∑ 

i 

f i [(1 + 2 t bm 

/d i ) 
3 − 1] 

ρAP 

(2) 

Eq. (2) is obtained by equating the volume of the binder-matrix

n a propellant (LHS) to the volume occupied by the binder-matrix

round all the AP particles (RHS) if it is coated with thickness t bm 

.

he binder thickness for a given propellant is a value that satis-

es Eq. (2) . For a single particle size propellant, the equation will

educe to, 

 bm 

= 

d AP 

3(O/F ) 

here O / F is the overall oxidizer-to-fuel ratio ( f AP / f HTPB ) of the pro-

ellant; the ratio of density of AP to HTPB is taken to be 2 and that

he binder thickness is small compared to the AP particle size. For

xample, a single particle size of 200 μm 80% AP/HTPB propellant

ill have a binder thickness of 13.3 μm using the approximate for-

ula and 14.5 μm from the exact formula ( Eq. (2) ), a deviation of

%. All other reported results are obtained with the exact formula. 

One of the important outcomes of this geometric description is

he oxidizer-to-fuel ( O / F , ratio of AP fraction to HTPB fraction for a

article of particular size) distribution as a function of the particle

ize. To calculate ( O / F ) the AP fraction in the binder matrix ( SL bm 

)

s required in addition to binder-matrix thickness ( t bm 

). Fraction of

P in the binder-matrix ( SL bm 

) is the ratio of mass fraction of ho-

ogenized AP to the sum of the mass fractions of homogenized AP

nd HTPB as shown in Eq. (3) . 

L bm 

= 

f pm 

+ f ex 

f HT PB + f pm 

+ f ex 
(3) 

rom the binder matrix thickness ( t bm 

from Eq. (2) ), density

 Eq. (1) ) and solid loading ( Eq. (3) ), the oxidizer-to-fuel (AP to
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Fig. 2. Variation of particle O/F and adiabatic flame temperature of SD-III-18 [6] at 

20.7 atm without extinction). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Statistical particle path. 
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ρ  
HTPB) ratio distribution for a particle of particular diameter in a

propellant is calculated using Eq. (4) . 

O/F (d i ) = 

ρAP + ρbm 

[
(1 + 2 t bm 

/d i ) 
3 − 1 

]
SL bm 

(1 − SL bm 

) ρbm 

[ (1 + 2 t bm 

/d i ) 3 − 1 ] 
(4)

where the numerator represents the faction of AP and the denom-

inator the fraction of HTPB for a binder-matrix coated AP particle. 

Adiabatic flame temperature ( T f, ad, i ) of each particle in the pro-

pellant is calculated from the O/F distribution using NASA-CEA.

Oxidizer-to-fuel ratio and the flame temperature calculated for

propellant SD-III-18 (without extinction) from [6] at 20.7 atm are

shown in Fig. 2 . For convenience, 

% AP = 

(O/F ) 

1 + (O/F ) 

is also shown. It should be noted that % AP shown here is a function

of d i and will be used as equivalent of ( O / F ) in further discussions.

The wide variation in the particle (O/F) is a characteristic feature of

wide-distribution propellants and accounting for this heterogene-

ity is shown to be critical to accurate prediction of burn rates and

other ballistic properties. 

2.1.2. Statistical particle path 

In the serial burning approach, the propellant regression rate

is calculated as the inverse of burning time of a statistically aver-

aged particle path (referred to as just ‘line’ hereafter) of unit length

(see [19] ). Such a line consists of an arrangement of binder matrix

coated AP particles of various sizes. The fraction of that line com-

posed of a particle of size d i , called line average intersection ( l i ),

is proportional to the corresponding volume fraction V i [20,22] . To

account for the increase in the diameter of each AP particle from

d i to d i + 2 t bm 

due to the binder-matrix coating, the line average

intersection is renormalized and calculated for a given propellant

using Eq. (5) . 

l i = 

V i (1 + 2 t bm 

/d i ) ∑ 

V i (1 + 2 t bm 

/d i ) 
(5)

Figure 3 a and b shows a schematic and the statistically aver-

aged particle path calculated for the trimodal propellant SD-III-22

from [6] respectively. Propellant SD-III-22 has binder thickness of

2.3 μm (from Eq. (2) ) with 10% AP in the binder-matrix (from

Eq. (4) ). As can be seen, each nominal particle size (40 0, 20 0 and

20 μm) consists of a wide distribution around the mean size and

each particle size contributes significantly to the line average inter-

section. Given that the O/F variation and hence the individual burn

rate is a strong function of the actual particle size, the time con-

tribution from each size distribution must be accurately accounted

for while seeking good comparisons with experiments. 

The burn time for each binder matrix coated AP particle can be

calculated as the ratio of l to the corresponding burn rate ( ̇ r ) and
i i 
he burn rate of a propellant ( ̇ r ) is calculated as the inverse of the

otal burning time as shown in Eq. (6) . 

˙ 
 = 

[∑ l i 
˙ r i 

]−1 

(6)

his completes the geometric and the first part of thermo-chemical

escription of a multi-modal propellant. It remains to calculate ˙ r i 
o obtain propellant burn rates. Before moving on to the model

or predicting the burn rate of individual AP particles coated with

inder matrix, a 1-D model for pure AP and binder-matrix will be

ntroduced, with a two fold purpose – first, a method for estimat-

ng gas and condensed phase kinetic parameters and their varia-

ion using the limiting premixed controlled processes and second,

o introduce the idea of ‘ critical pressure ’. 

.2. Model for pure AP and homogeneous propellants 

Deflagration of pure AP and binder-matrix can be considered

D with a thin premixed flame transferring heat to the surface of

 homogeneous solid. Surface processes are considered to be con-

ned to a thin layer which is taken as an interface between the

olid and the gas phases. Heat flux balance at such an interface

s as shown in Eq. (7) , where LHS is the heat flux into the solid,

he first term on RHS is the enthalpy change associated with the

hase change process and the second term on the RHS is the heat

ux from thin gas phase flame to the surface. 

 

[
dT 

dx 

]
0 −

= ρp ̇ r H s + k 

[
dT 

dx 

]
0 + 

(7)

here, ρp is the density of the solid, ˙ r is the linear regression rate

nd H s is the enthalpy change associated with the phase change at

he surface. 

The condensed phase is modeled as a homogeneous solid with

he temperature profile governed by Eq. (8) along with the bound-

ry conditions. The solution of this equation is given by Eq. (9) . 

˙ 
 

dT 

dx 
= αs 

d 2 T 

dx 2 
; x = 0 , T = T s ; x → −∞ , T → T 0 ; (8)

T − T 0 
T s − T 0 

= exp 

(
˙ r x 

αs 

)
(9)

here, αs is the thermal diffusivity of the solid and T s is the pro-

ellant surface temperature. 

Invoking the thin flame approximation, the gas phase is

odeled using a 1-D convection-diffusion equation shown in

q. (10) along with the boundary conditions. The solution is shown

n Eq. (11) . 

p ̇ r c p 
dT = k g 

d 2 T 
2 

; x = 0 , T = T s ; x = x ∗, T = T f ; (10)

dx dx 
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Table 1 

Parameter values deduced from deflagration rates of AP and 86% AP binder 

matrix. 

Parameter Value 

AP surface pyrolysis activation temperature, E s / R 

(K) 

6500 a 

AP surface temperature at 20 atm, T s, 20 atm (K) 870 b 

Pre-exponential factor for pyrolysis, A s (mm/s) 5800 c 

Surface enthalpy change for AP (exothermic), H AP 

(kJ/kg) 

0 . 6 P ( atm ) + 500 d 

Surface enthalpy change for HTPB (endothermic), 

H HTPB (kJ/kg) 

−600 e 

Thermal conductivity, k g (W/m K) 0.08 f 

Specific heat, c p (J/kg K) 1150 g 

Adiabatic flame temperature of AP, T f, AP (K) 1250 h 

Adiabatic flame temperature of 86% AP binder 

matrix, T f, 86% (K) 

2850 i 

Gas phase reaction rate of AP, K r, AP (s/m 

2 atm) 10 0 0 j 

Gas phase reaction rate of 86% AP binder matrix, 

K r, 86% (s/m 

2 atm) 

30,0 0 0 j 

a Intrinsic stability [14] . 
b AP melting temperature, LPDL limit [15] . 
c To satisfy ˙ r AP = 3.3 mm/s at 20 atm. 
d From [16] . 
e From [24] . 
f Of air at 1300K. 
g From [25] . 
h From [16] . 
i Using NASA CEA. 
j From Eq. (13) with ˙ r = 3.3 mm/s for AP and 18 mm/s for 86% AP binder 

matrix [26] . 
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T − T s 

T f − T s 
= exp 

(
ρp ̇ r c p x 

k g 

)
(11) 

here, k g is the thermal conductivity of the gas phase, assumed

onstant, T f is the gas phase flame temperature and x ∗ is the flame

tandoff distance. Note that these equations are written for a frame

f reference translating with the regressing propellant surface as-

uming constant and equal specific heats ( c p = 1150 J/kg − K ). 

Flux terms obtained by differentiating the solutions in Eqs.

9) and ( 11 ), when substituted in Eq. (7) leads to an expression

onnecting the regression rate ( ̇ r ) with flame stand-off distance

 x ∗) and the transfer number as shown in Eq. (12) . 

ρp ̇ r c p x 
∗

k g 
= ln 

(
1 + 

T f − T s 

T s − T 0 − H s /c p 

)
(12) 

wo more conditions are required to close Eq. (12) . First is the re-

ctant flux - chemical reaction rate balance for the 1-D premixed

ame given by, 

p ̇ r = K r p 
2 x ∗

ssuming second order reaction with K r being the average gas

hase reaction rate. Substituting the expression for x ∗ from

q. (12) in to this leads to Eq. (13) . 

p ̇ r = 

√ 

k g 

c p 
K r p 2 ln 

(
1 + 

T f − T s 

T s − T 0 − H s /c p 

)
(13) 

rrhenius type pyrolysis law connecting the surface temperature

nd regression rate, ˙ r = A s exp(−E s /RT s ) is the other condition used

o close the system. But there are still a few parameter values to

e fixed. 

.2.1. Choice of physical and chemical parameters 

Ingredients of composite solid propellants are complex chemi-

al substances which when subjected to heating undergo transfor-

ations involving several steps of physical and chemical processes

n solid, liquid and gas phases. To obtain the regression rates of AP

nd binder matrix from first principles is a task in itself, but not

f prime importance to practical propellant model development,

iven the uncertainties in the parameters associated with each of

he subprocesses. In the approach taken here, the process of solid

o gas phase change is assumed to be restricted to an infinitely

hin interface; reactions in the condensed phase are negligible at

ressures of relevance to rocket motor operations (see [23] ). Hence

he enthalpy change of the physical and chemical processes associ-

ted with the phase change enters the surface heat balance equa-

ion as jump condition - the first term on right side of Eq. (7) .

he gas phase combustion process is assumed to be restricted to

 thin flame zone at a certain distance away from the interface

ith a reaction rate quantified by a single parameter K r – the re-

ulting temperature profile is an exponential function of distance

rom the interface ( Eq. (11) ) and the gas phase heat feedback is

iven by the second term on the RHS of Eq. (7) . In this scenario,

he most accurate estimate of the parameters can be obtained by

tilizing a combination of the most reliable inputs, namely – (1)

easured burn rates of AP, (2) surface pyrolysis kinetic parame-

ers from intrinsic stability constraints, (3) reference surface tem-

erature from low pressure deflagration limit (LPDL) of AP and (4)

urn rate of 86% AP binder-matrix. Surface enthalpy change for AP

s assumed to be exothermic beyond the LPDL (20 atm); it is very

ell established that the LPDL is clearly associated with AP surface

chieving the melting temperature of around 870 K [14] causing

 sudden transition from endothermic sublimation to exothermic

ecomposition. While the choice of a slight endothermic value in
ross et al. [12] is shown to not influence the predictions signifi-

antly (due to the logarithmic dependence, see Eq. (13) ), the intro-

uction of the LPDL is essential to capture extinction of highly fuel

ich particles. Thermo-physical parameters are taken to be con-

tant and values are chosen at representative temperatures. Sur-

ace enthalpy change for HTPB is taken as −600 kJ/kg (endother-

ic). These choices are well within the limits given in Lengelle

t al. [16] for AP and Cohen et al. [24] for HTPB; also the results

re not sensitive to the choice due to the slow variation of the

ogarithm (see Eq. (13) ). Thermodynamic equilibrium parameters

ike adiabatic flame temperatures are calculated using NASA-CEA.

able 1 summarizes the list of parameters, their numerical values

nd the logic/method used. Note that enthalpy change associated

ith exothermic process is taken to be positive. 

Using the parameters listed in Table 1 , predictions obtained

re shown in Fig. 4 for deflagration rates of binder-matrix with

P fraction varying from 50–80% at pressures of 6.8, 20.4, 45 and

0 atm. 

Two important observations are as follows –

1. Results closely match with the experimental data points ob-

tained from [12] , which refers to the original work by Foster

et al. [27] , indicating the validity of these parameter values. 

2. There is a minimum pressure, termed ‘critical pressure’ ( p crit ),

below which the binder matrix ceases to burn as the surface

temperature drops below the LPDL value of 870 K. This is ob-

tained from Eq. (13) by using 3.3 mm/s and 870 K for ˙ r and T s 
and T f and K r corresponding to the O / F of the binder matrix.

The vertical dashed lines at the left end of each curve indicates

this limit in Fig. 4 . 

This is a new result and to the best of our knowledge, predicted

or the first time using a model. Critical pressure values will be

sed later to classify propellants. The critical pressure values are

onsistent with the general observation made in [23] . 
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Fig. 4. Predicted deflagration rate variation for binder matrix with %AP at differ- 

ent pressures – data points are experimental results of [27] taken from [12] ; at 

pressures values to the left of the vertical dashed lines the compositions cannot 

undergo self-sustained deflagration (extinction zone). 
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2.3. Quasi-1D deflagration model for binder matrix coated AP 

particles 

In a quasi-1D framework, the burn rate equation for binder ma-

trix coated AP particle retains the same form as that of pure AP

and binder matrix ( Eq. (13) ) with the following modifications –

1. The adiabatic premixed flame temperature, T f , is replaced with

an effective temperature, T eff – an analytical model for estimat-

ing T eff is presented later. 

2. The premixed gas phase reaction rate, K r , is replaced with an

effective reaction rate, K r, eff estimated using an Arrhenius ex-

pression obtained by fitting a straight line with two sets of val-

ues of 1/ T f and ln ( K r ) corresponding to that of AP and 86% AP

binder matrix. Using the values in Table 1 , the following equa-

tion is obtained for K r, eff. 

K r,e f f = 4 . 3 × 10 

5 e −7573 /T e f f (14)

3. For most practical propellants the AP mass fraction in the

binder matrix is too low ( < 30%) and hence cannot undergo self-

sustained deflagration up to very high pressures ( > 100 atm ) –

this implies that the gas phase flame directly transfers heat

only to a fraction of the total cross section of coated particle

excluding the binder matrix. This factor is termed ‘geometric

factor’ and is given by, 

g f = 

(
d i 

d i + 2 t bm 

)2 

4. In some model propellants with large fraction of very fine AP

particles ( < 5 μm), for example the propellant SD-III-2 in [6] ,

the binder matrix can burn at a rate higher than that of pure

AP at corresponding pressure. Such propellants are rarely used

in practice. 

2.3.1. Extent of lateral diffusion and effective flame temperature 

The effective temperature of heat transfer to the particle is de-

pendent on the extent of lateral diffusion of AP and binder de-

composition products into each other. The condition for the two

limiting cases, namely, AP mono-propellant and premixed binder
atrix limits, is as shown below –

 i → ∞ T e f f → T f,AP = 1250 K 

 i → 0 T e f f → T f = f (O/F ) 

his limiting behavior along with the intermediate cases can be

ccounted for by Eq. (15) , in which the extent of lateral diffusion

s quantified by a function of a non-dimensional variable defined

s the ratio of AP particle diameter to a diffusion distance (d 0 ) . 

T e f f − 1250 

T f,ad − 1250 

= 

1 − e −Z 

Z 
; Z = 

d AP 

d 0 
(15)

or a finite value of diffusion distance ( d 0 ), Eq. (15) captures the

wo limiting cases shown earlier. The validity of Eq. (15) in the in-

ermediate particle size range is discussed later. The diffusion dis-

ance ( d 0 ) is limited by the time scale of chemical reaction ( t r ) be-

ween AP and binder matrix decomposition products, that is, 

 0 ∼
√ 

Dt r = 

√ 

ρg D 

K r p 2 

here D is the diffusion constant, ρg is the gas density, K r is the

as phase reaction rate at adiabatic flame temperature correspond-

ng to the particle O/F and p is pressure in atm. The proportion-

lity constant is accounted for by introducing a reference value

or the diffusion distance ( d 0, ref ) corresponding to 20 atm pressure

nd reaction rate of 86% AP loaded particle (30,0 0 0 s/m 

2 atm from

able 1 ). Dividing d 0 by d 0, ref and assuming constant ρD , an ex-

ression as shown in Eq. (16) is obtained for d 0 . The binder matrix

hickness is added to the diffusion distance, d 0 . 

 0 = d 0 ,re f (1 − φ) 
(

20 

p 

)√ 

30 , 0 0 0 

K r 
+ 2 t bm 

(16)

ith these the three principal modifications listed earlier is ac-

ounted for in the burn rate equation and the final form is shown

n Eq. (17) . 

p ̇ r = 

√ 

k g 

c p 
K r,e f f p 

2 ln 

(
1 + 

T e f f − T s 

T s − T 0 − H s /c p 
g f 

)
(17)

s stated earlier, the surface enthalpy change ( H s ) is calculated

s mass fraction weighted average of values of AP and HTPB for

 particular particle and Eq. (17) is solved simultaneously with

he Arrhenius surface pyrolysis law for AP. The functional form

or calculating the effective tem perature ( Eq. (15) ) and the choice

f reference diffusion distance ( d 0, ref ) is such that the burn rates

alculated using detailed CFD by Gross and Beckstead [26] for

inder matrix coated AP particles of various sizes ranging from 5

o 400 μm is captured. The predicted results, shown in Fig. 5 , with

 0 ,re f = 90 μm match closely with results from [26] for 20.7 and

8.9 atm. This also validates the choice of functional form for cal-

ulating effective temperature. A 15% change in the value of d 0, ref 

ed to less than 10% change in the predicted results indicating that

he results are not sensitive to the choice of d 0, ref . 

With model for all the three components, namely propellant ge-

metry, thermo-physical-kinetic parameters and deflagration rate

or binder matrix coated AP particle in place, the following section

ill present the important phenomenon of extinction. 

.4. Phenomenon of extinction 

Wide range of AP particle sizes was shown to lead to large

ariations in oxidizer-to-fuel ratio; one example was shown in

ig. 2 for propellant SD-III-18 [6] at 20.7 atm. Another example,

ropellant SD-III-22 [6] at 20.7 atm, is shown below in Fig. 6 . Frac-

ion of AP (from Eq. (4) ) in individual binder-matrix coated AP par-

icles vary from as low a value as 58% for the smallest particle
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Fig. 5. Comparison of predicted burn rates with d 0 ,re f = 90 μm with CFD results of 

Gross and Beckstead [26] . 

Fig. 6. O/F and surface temperature variation of propellant SD-III-22 at 20.7 atm 

indicating extinction. 

Fig. 7. Cross section of representative particles picked from SD-III-22 at 20.7 atm; 

the white inner circle represents AP and the black outer coating represents the 

binder-matrix. All dimensions are scaled by the corresponding particle diameter. 
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Table 2 

Summary information of all propellants considered for analysis. 

Source Number Features 

Miller [6] 29 High SL – 87.4%; Bi, tri and quad modal; 

(SD-III-series) d AP – 0.7–400 μm 

detailed distribution available 

Fredrick Jr [21] 

(alphabet series) 

17 AP – 66.7–87.4%; only mean and σ

available ∗

Kumar and 

Ramakrishna 

[29] 

1 High SL – 84%; Bi-modal (44–65 and 

300–355 μm) 

(MIX-I) TCL ∗∗ AP sieved to a narrow size range 

Premiere explosives 

ltd. 

3 RD-006 and RD-007 – 85.65% AP; no 

additives 

(RD-006 & 007 and 

C9P6) 

C9P6 – contains 80% AP and 2.5% SrCO 3 ; 

distribution available 

HEMRL 1 Monomodal AP – 69.5%, nominal size of 

10 μm 

distribution available; candidate premixed 

–

propellant for studying catalyst effects 

Kubota [28] 7 Mono- and bi-modal with SL – 65–86% AP 

K-series only mean particle size available 

∗ Particle size distribution inferred to be log normal as in Miller [6] . 
∗∗ Tamil Chlorites Limited. 
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o 99% for the largest. Under such conditions, the predicted sur-

ace temperatures (using Eq. (17) and pyrolysis law) for small ( ≤
5 μm) and highly fuel rich particles is less than the LPDL limit of

70 K (see Fig. 6 ). 

Figure 7 shows four representative binder-matrix coated AP par-

icles picked from propellant SD-III-22 for which the O / F and T f 
ariation is shown in Fig. 6 . 

The relative fraction of fuel (proportional to the black area) in-

reases as the AP particle size decreases. Surface heat balance for

he 11.35 μm particle with an AP fraction of 57.6% results in a

urface temperature less than 870 K (LPDL of AP). Same is true

or particles up to about 25 μm as shown in Fig. 6 . Such par-

icles cannot undergo self-sustained deflagration and are consid-

red quenched. This phenomenon of quenching of fuel rich in-

ividual particles is termed ‘local extinction’ . Along with particles

mall enough to be within the premixed limit at a given pressure,

hese quenched particles are also homogenized with the binder.

ccounting for this is shown later to be critical to obtaining
ccurate predictions for burn rate variation with pressure (see

ection 3.4 ). In the special case of local extinction of all the

articles constituting a propellant, the propellant is considered

uenched and the phenomenon is termed ‘global extinction’ . An ex-

mple of this would be the propellant C-I reported in [21] . This

6.7% 16 μm AP propellant is shown to burn at about 2 mm/s at

7.7 atm but does not undergo self-sustained deflagration at any

igher pressures. Capturing this interesting phenomenon with the

ramework of the current model requires the inclusion binder melt

ffects and will be not be dealt with here since the focus is on

pplication propellants. 

In the following section, predicted steady state results for a

umber of propellants taken from literature will be presented and

iscussed. It is important to emphasize that all the following pre-

ictions are based on the single set of data set out in Table 1 . The

xtension of the model and additional parameters for the case of

urn rate modifiers are discussed separately in Section 4 . 

. Results 

A total of 58 propellants from literature and a few from In-

ian researchers was chosen for this study. Details of the source

nd some summary information are set out in Table 2 . Based on

he consideration that the focus is principally on state-of-the-art

ompositions with solid loading higher than 82% and that the de-

ailed particle size distribution is critical for ensuring good predic-

ions and hence comparison with experimental data, the following

ropellants were not considered for analysis – seven from Kubota

28] (adequate particle size information not available), three (A-I, 

-I and C-I) from Fredrick Jr [21] (SL < 82%) and one from HEMRL,

ndia (SL < 70%). Also for propellants RD-006 & RD-007 there were

ncertainties in measured burn rates associated with the use of ul-

rasonic water burn method. Measurements from this method has

een found to be lower; though issues about the comparisons be-

ween the burn rates between this apparatus and a strand burner

ere not settled adequately, burn rate predictions were obtained

presented and discussed later). 

Most commonly the following experimental information re-

orted for AP/HTPB composite solid propellants are: 

1. Total fraction of AP in the propellant, also known as solid load-

ing. 
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Fig. 8. Detailed particle size distribution of AP used in Miller [6] ; data points show 

the distribution reported in Miller [6] ; lines indicate cumulative lognormal distri- 

bution computed with the mean and standard deviation of the actual distribution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9. Inferred accuracy and errors associated with the experimental results of 

Miller [6] . 
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2. The nominal particle sizes of AP (weight mean diameter being

the most common) that goes into the propellant. Sometimes

along with this the standard deviation is also reported. 

3. Burn rates at various pressures and in specific studies, at differ-

ent initial temperatures. 

3.1. Note on particle size distribution 

Of all the sources listed in Table 2 , the full particle size distri-

bution is available only in the work of Miller [6] ; these are shown

in Fig. 8 for all eight nominal sizes used in their work. 

It is clear that the distribution is very wide and can be approx-

imated to a good degree of accuracy by a lognormal distribution

based on the weight mean diameter and standard deviation. The

wide (O/F) distribution for particles constituting a propellant (see

Figs. 2 and 6 ) and that the phenomenon of extinction can be cap-

tured only if the full distribution is accounted for in the model

calculations implies that reasonable comparisons between model

predictions and experiments can be expected only if the detailed

distribution or at least the weight mean diameter and standard de-

viation are available. The source of AP has been indicated in sev-

eral of the references somewhat indirectly. It was thought that if

the manufacturer from which the AP has been sourced is the same

and the identified particle size is the same, it is most likely the

particle size distribution is also the same. A careful study of the

propellant literature was undertaken with the aim of identifying

the sources of AP used by investigators in the USA. It became clear

by comparison of the distribution given in [30] that the AP used in

the studies conducted by Miller [6] and Brewster [31] were sourced

from Kerr-Mcgee Chemical Corp. Also by comparison of the mean

and standard deviation of AP particle sizes reported in Blomshield

and Osborn [32] for the propellants reported in Miller [6] and

Fredrick Jr [21] it became clear that AP used is the same and is

sourced from Kerr-Mcgee Chemical Corp. Based on these observa-

tions, the particle size distribution reported in Miller [6] is used

in the model calculations for the propellants chosen from Fredrick

Jr [21] for 400 and 20 μm nominal size. For other lots, namely,

9 and 600 μm size AP, a lognormal distribution based on the re-

ported weight mean diameter and standard deviation was used for

predictions. 

3.2. Accuracy and relative errors in experimental results 

A clear estimate of accuracy and relative errors in experimen-

tal measurement of propellant burn rate is crucial to seeking com-

parisons with predictions. This information is not available for the

29 propellants from Miller [6] – except for the statement that the

measurements were performed in triplicate or duplicate at each

pressure. Certain discrepancies are identified in the data based on

expectations from the earlier understanding of the effect of AP par-

ticle sizes, especially the fraction less than 12 μm at 20.7 atm (the
remixed cut off diameter). This is shown in Fig. 9 . For example,

ropellants SD-III-4, 9 and 14 are composed of same proportion

f 400 (48.19%) and 20 (15.66%) μm, with 0.7, 2 and 6 μm being

he rest 36.15% respectively. From the consideration that all 36.15%

alls within the premixed cut-off limit at 20.7 atm, the propellant

urn rates are expected to be equal. The reported burn rates for

D-III-4, 9, 14 are 9.53, 11.0 and 10.8 mm/s, indicating that varia-

ions of 15% magnitude cannot be ruled out (see SET-I in Fig. 9 ).

n similar considerations, comparison of burn rates of SD-III-5, 10

nd 15 and SD-III-2 and 12 show an even higher variation of about

1% and 23% respectively (see SET-II and SET-III in Fig. 9 ). Fredrick

r [21] has made specific observations about accuracy of experi-

ents including the comparison with propellants made from the

ame AP source and noted that differences up to 40% is observed

t low pressures. At higher pressures though, it is less than 20%.

ased on these considerations deviations up to 20% are considered

easonable when seeking comparisons with predictions. 

Before presenting results for the burn rate, pressure and tem-

erature sensitivities of these propellants, two crucial ideas need

o be introduced – (1) classification of chosen propellant set into

wo groups based on the critical pressure of the respective binder

atrix and (2) effect of local extinction on predicted burn rates. 

.3. Classification of propellants based on critical pressure 

As stated earlier, for a given AP size distribution, particles below

 certain size, determined from the premixed and extinction limits

re homogenized with the fuel. This mixture, termed ‘binder ma-

rix’ , is assumed to be coated over the rest of the AP particles with

niform thickness. Dominant controlling processes determining the

urning behavior of a propellant varies depending on whether

he binder matrix can undergo self-sustained deflagration or not.

hat is, if the critical pressure ( P crit ) of the binder matrix is lower

han the given pressure, then it can undergo self-sustained defla-

ration and vice-versa. Propellants are classified into two groups

see Table 3 ) based on the critical pressure of the binder into two

roups, namely –

1. Conventional propellants , for which P crit > P ; that is the frac-

tion of AP in the binder matrix is less than the critical value

required for self-deflagration. Most practical propellants fall in

this category as very rarely is a large fraction of very fine AP

used in propellant making – this is related to the fact that the

desirable value for the pressure index, n , is generally less than

0.5 (implying significant diffusion effects). 

2. High fine fraction (HFF) propellants , for which P crit < P ; that is

the binder matrix can undergo self-sustained deflagration at a
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Table 3 

Classification of propellant based on critical pressure of binder-matrix based on 

premixed limit based homogenization. 

Propellant type Prop. ID Source 

Conventional SD-III-16 to 26, 28, 30 Miller [6] 

D-I, E-I, E-I-600A Fredrick Jr [21] 

F-I, G-I, G-I-600A 

H-I, J-I, K-I 

M-I, N-I, O-I, P-I 

MIX-I Ishitha and Ramakrishna [33] 

RD-007 PEL, Secunderabad 

High fine fraction 

(HFF) 

SD-III-2 to 6, 8–10, 12 Miller [6] 

SD-III-14-15, 27, 29, 31–33 

L-I Fredrick Jr [21] 

RD-006 PEL, Secunderabad 
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Fig. 10. Calculated O/F and surface temperature for SD-III-22 [6] with extinction. 

Fig. 11. Effect of extinction on model predictions for propellant SD-III-22 from [6] . 
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given pressure P . Such propellants, shown in Table 3 , have an

index that is generally greater than 0.6 (indicating premixed

dominance) and are rarely used in practice. Propellants which

satisfy the condition P crit < P at least at one value of P between

20.7 and 68.9 atm are also included in this group. 

Model comparisons are presented only for conventional pro-

ellants. Though calculations were performed for both types of

ropellants, comparison with experiments indicate an excellent to

ood match for conventional propellants and only a reasonable

atch can be claimed for HFF propellants. This is because the in-

uence of self-sustained deflagration of binder-matrix is not con-

idered at present in the model because HFF propellants rarely find

pplication in actual systems. Before moving on to comparison of

redictions with experimental results the important phenomenon

f extinction will be discussed. 

.4. Effect of local extinction 

It was shown earlier that for propellant SD-III-22 at 20.7 atm,

articles smaller than 27 μm have a surface temperature less

han 870 K and hence cannot undergo self-sustained deflagration.

his phenomenon is termed ‘extinction’ similar to the flammabil-

ty limits in very rich premixed gas phase fuel-oxidant mixtures.

f course, it is very well known that when strands of propel-

ants are burnt, especially with AP fraction higher than 87.4% as

n that of Miller [6] , there is no residue left over. This implies

hat the enthalpy change associated with the gasification of such

uenched particles should come from the particles capable of un-

ergoing self-sustained deflagration. This is accounted for in the

urrent model by homogenizing such particles with the fuel. This

ncreases the equivalent binder thickness from 2.3 to 3.8 μm and

he % AP in homogenized binder from 10% to 40% for propellant

D-III-22 at 20.7 atm. Propellant burn rates are obtained by solving

q. (17) for particle surface temperatures by iteratively continuing

he calculation till a final solution with minimum surface temper-

ture greater than the LPDL limit of 870 K is achieved. The final

/F and surface temperature variation with particle size for this

ropellant are shown in Fig. 10 . The final predicted burn rate as

 function of pressure for SD-III-22 along with the experimental

esults is shown in Fig. 11 a. Predicted burn rates after accounting

or extinction show excellent match with the experimental results,

ncluding the shift in index between 30–50 atm, compared to the

urn rates without extinction. 

With the premixed homogenization limit diameter decreasing

ith pressure, the extinction limit diameter in general decreases

ith pressure – smaller particles which cannot sustain deflagra-

ion at low pressures can do so at high pressures due to increase

n the gas phase heat feedback. Figure 11 b shows the critical ex-

inction diameter along with the premixed cutoff variation with
ressure for propellant SD-III-22 and is consistent with the earlier

bservation. A very important feature of the prediction accounting

or extinction is capture of index change observed in experiments

round the pressure range of 30–50 atm. As can be seen, predic-

ion without accounting for extinction fails to exhibit this feature.

ith further decrease in propellant solid loading the role of ex-

inction will become more significant. In addition to the shift in

ontrolling flame mechanisms with pressure in determining the in-

ex, phenomena like plateau and mesa burning can perhaps be ex-

lained only by accounting for extinction. 
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Fig. 12. Comparison of predictions with experiments for conventional propellants 

with % AP ≥ 86 from Miller [6] . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 13. Comparison of predictions with experiments for conventional propellants 

with % AP ≥ 86 from Miller [6] . 

Fig. 14. Comparison of predictions with experiments for conventional propellants 

with % AP ≥ 86 from Miller [6] , Fredrick Jr [21] . 
3.5. Burn rate comparison with experiments for conventional 

propellants 

In the following sections detailed comparison of predictions

with experimental results will be presented for conventional propel-

lants , that is with multi-modal (bi-, tri-, etc.), wide distribution and

high SL (% AP ≥84); as stated earlier, most state-of-art practical pro-

pellants belong to this category. Figures 12 –16 show the predicted

burn rates for the conventional propellants, along with experimen-

tal results and the percentage deviation. Predicted burn rates are

in excellent agreement with experiments for 14 out of 27 high SL

( ≥84% AP). Another 11 are considered good to reasonable, making

the tally 25 out of 27 propellants as being reasonable or better.

Predictions Mix-I are excellent but for RD-007 are higher than the

experimental results by more than 20% even though the AP source

is the same and the compositions also nearly same (coarse to fine

ratio of 55:45 for RD-007 and 50:50 for Mix-I). The measurement

technique for Mix-1 is strand burner, but ultrasonics tracked un-

der water combustion for RD-007. For small strands, the heat loss

effect can bring down the burn rate and so it is expected that

the comparison is indeed satisfactory for this propellant as well.

The only high SL propellant with poor prediction is D-I taken from

Fredrick Jr [21] . The observed deviation is specific to propellants

chosen from Fredrick Jr [21] and in particular for propellants in

which the fraction of 16 μm AP particles is very high ( ≥64%) and

hence have a significant influence on the burning rate. The likely

cause for the deviation is speculated to be due to a significant dif-

ference between the reported and the actual particle size distribu-

tion of the 16 μm AP in [21] 

3.5.1. Temperature sensitivity 

Temperature sensitivity ( σ P ), which quantifies the burn rate

variation with propellant initial temperature ( T 0 ) at constant pres-

sure is another important steady state parameter in addition to
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Fig. 15. Comparison of predictions with experiments for conventional propellants 

with % AP ≥ 86 from Fredrick Jr [21] , Ishitha and Ramakrishna [33] and PEL (see 

Table 2 ). 

Fig. 16. Comparison of predictions with experiments for conventional propellants 

with % AP = 84 from Fredrick Jr [21] . 
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ressure index. A general closed form expression for temperature

ensitivity of a binder-matrix coated AP particle obtained by dif-

erentiation of Eq. (17) with respect to T 0 and using the surface

yrolysis law is given by Eq. (18) . 

P = 

∂ ln ̇

 r 

∂T 0 
= 

B 

2(T s − T 0 − H s /c p )(1 + B ) ln (1 + B ) + 

RT 2 s 

E s 
(g f + B ) 

(18) 
The effect of variation of the gas phase flame temperature and

ence the reaction rate with initial propellant temperature is neg-

igible compared to the other effects and is ignored. Using this

xpression and the parameters given in Table 1 , the temperature

ensitivity for pure AP is calculated to be 0.2%/K at 20.7 atm and

.15%/K at 68.9 atm. These values match well with the experimen-

al results of Boggs et al. [34] . Similarly the temperature sensi-

ivity of a 86% loaded fine AP/HTPB propellant is predicted to be

.05%/K at 20.7 atm and 0.03%/K at 68.9 atm. From Eq. (18) it can

e concluded that the temperature sensitivity for practical propel-

ants will always decrease with addition of HTPB to pure AP – this

s due to the dominant effect of the (T s − T 0 − H s /c p ) term in the

enominator of Eq. (18) . Also the temperature sensitivity of prac-

ical propellant will fall between that of pure AP and premixed

P/HTPB propellants, the two premixed limits. Even for fuel rich

P particles, which can have a surface temperature less than that

f AP, but more than ≥ 870 K at pressures higher than the LPDL,

he effect of endothermicity dominates and decreases the temper-

ture sensitivity from that of AP at corresponding pressure. This

s an important general result - the temperature sensitivity of a

P/HTPB propellant can be expected to be always less than that

f AP at corresponding pressure. This is consistent with the earlier

bservations of Cohen and Flanigan [35] . 

Predicted temperature sensitivity results for conventional pro-

ellants fall in the range of 0.06–0.1% K. The temperature sensi-

ivity of a propellant is closely linked to that of the AP used in

he processing, which itself is known to increase significantly with

ddition of impurities like potassium etc., [17] a subject discussed

arlier. Since for the current set of propellants chosen from the lit-

rature, the sensitivity of AP used in making propellants is not re-

orted, the model is calibrated with the sensitivity values for pure

P reported in [34] . This explains the deviation observed between

he predicted values and the experimental results reported in [32] .

.6. Space of possible steady ballistic properties 

The principal problem confronting propellant designers is that

f arriving at a choice for the fraction and distribution of AP par-

icles to achieve a particular ballistic property set - burn rate ( ̇ r ),

ressure index ( n ), and temperature sensitivity ( σ p ). Commercially

vailable AP comes in certain standard nominal sizes and in gen-

ral with lognormal distributions. Given this, the HeQu1-D model

an be used to quickly generate a space of possible burn rates, in-

exes and temperature sensitivities that can be achieved with the

iven nominal sizes and distribution with principal variables being

he total AP fraction and the relative proportion of each nominal

ize. A bar graph showing this for three nominal sizes (40 0, 20 0,

0 μm) taken from [6] is presented in Figs. 17 –19 . These plots

how calculated burn rates, index and temperature sensitivity at

8.9 atm for three different fractions of 20 μm AP (15.66, 32.5 and

1.81%) and by varying the relative proportion of 400 and 50 μm

or each value of fraction of 20 μm (shown in bottom and top hor-

zontal axis respectively). 

At a fixed fraction of 20 μm AP, the burn rate increases with

ubstitution of 50 μm AP particles for 400 μm, consistent with

he expectation that burn rate increases with decrease in mean AP

article size at fixed SL. The index, on the other hand, decreases in-

icating a shift in controlling mechanism from AP mono-propellant

ame to diffusion as the fraction of 5 μm increases. At each fixed

roportion of 400 and 50 μm AP, decrease in 20 μm AP fraction

ecreases the burn rate. This effect is more pronounced at higher

ractions of 400 μm. The index variation shows an interesting be-

avior. At high fraction of 400 μm AP ( > 60%) decrease in frac-

ion of 20 μm AP leads to an increase in index indicating the in-

reased role of AP mono-propellant flame of the 400 μm particles.

ut this tendency is reversed as the 400 μm AP fraction is de-
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Fig. 17. Space of possible burn rates for 87.4% SL propellant with three nominal AP 

particle sizes – 400, 50, 20 μm at 68.9 atm. 

Fig. 18. Space of possible index for 87.4% SL propellant with three nominal AP par- 

ticle sizes – 400, 50, 20 μm at 68.9 atm. 

Fig. 19. Space of possible temperature sensitivity for 87.4% SL propellant with three 

nominal AP particle sizes – 400, 50, 20 μm at 68.9 atm. 
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creased below 60%. Under such conditions a decrease in 20 μm

fraction leads to a decrease in index indicating the increased role

of diffusion dominated burning of 50 μm AP particle in control-

ling the burn rate variation with pressure. Temperature sensitiv-

ity variation with particle size distribution, as shown in Fig. 19 , is

consistent with the observations made earlier. It is lower than for

AP at corresponding pressure and decreases with the decrease in

the fraction of 400 μm AP consistent with the increased role of

binder with lower particle sizes. Similar variations were obtained

with 84% AP with corresponding burn rates reduced by about 12%

on average. 
. Effect of burn rate modifiers 

Burn rate modifiers can either be catalysts that enhance the

urn rate or inhibitors. Iron oxide (IO), Copper Chromite (CC) and

ctivated carbon (ACR) are the most common catalysts. Catalysts

nhance the burn rate, predominantly by acting on the gas phase

eaction between the decomposition products of HTPB and AP,

ince they are mixed with the binder during processing [36] . The

act that the pressure index is only marginally affected by addition

f catalyst is indicative of the predominant gas phase effect. This

an be accounted for in the current framework by suitably mod-

fying the activation energy of the gas phase reaction. The extent

o which the activation energy must be decreased, which will be a

unction of the catalyst concentration, can be estimated from the

easured burn rate enhancement of fine AP/HTPB premixed pro-

ellant with increasing fraction of catalyst. Information on the sat-

ration limit of catalysis can also be obtained from the same data.

Titanium dioxide (TiO 2 ), Lithium fluoride (LiF) etc., are the com-

on inhibitors. Recently Strontium carbonate (SrCO 3 ) is being used

s an inhibitor to achieve low pressure index ( ≤0.3). Here we will

ocus on SrCO 3 as it is the preferred inhibitor amongst the prac-

itioners in India. While an approach similar to that used for cat-

lysts can be used to account for the effect of inhibitors, by in-

reasing the activation energy instead of decreasing it, that alone

annot explain the significant reduction in pressure index observed

ith addition of about 2–3% SrCO 3 . Reduction in pressure index

eyond the limit that can be explained by diffusion alone, which

s ∼ 0.4, is indicative of significant changes in the surface behavior

ith addition of inhibitors, especially, SrCO 3 . An important point to

ote is that, when the pressure index is as low as 0.25, the burn

ate of the propellant can drop below that of AP at pressures as

ow as 50 atm (LRSAM propellant in Fig. 1 ). This effect, indicating

ignificant reduction in the flux received by the propellant surface

ompared to the base propellant (without the inhibitor), can be

xplained only by invoking binder melt coverage of AP surface. 

Addition of a few % SrCO 3 to AP/HTPB based composite pro-

ellants is known to bring down the burn rate dramatically (see

37] ). It is also clear from the data presented in [37] that the cat-

lytic effect saturates at 5% SrCO 3 . Experimental results for com-

osition C9P6 (see Table 2 ) also show similar reduction in burn

ate along with reduction in pressure index to values less than 0.3.

ased on these observations it is hypothesized that the SrCO 3 re-

uces the burn rate by an interconnected mechanism of inhibition

f gas phase reaction (between decomposition products of HTPB

nd AP) and binder melt flow over AP surfaces. As described ear-

ier, in the framework of the current model, the inhibition of gas

hase reaction is accounted for by an increase in activation en-

rgy ( E g ) and the magnitude of change in E g can be estimated from

he reduction in burn rate of premixed fine-AP/HTPB/SrCO 3 propel-

ants compared to the base propellant without SrCO 3 . Reduction

n the gas phase reaction rate decrease the heat flux received by

he surface which will in turn lead to enthalpy deficit for decom-

osition of HTPB leading to flow of this melt over AP surface. In

ddition to this, SrCO 3 itself can undergo endothermic decomposi-

ion at around 1100 K causing a jump in the temperature profile

eading to further reduction in heat flux received by the surface.

f SrCO 3 decomposes endothermically with an enthalpy change of

 d (kJ/kg) at a non-dimensional distance, ξd = ρp ̇ r c p x d /k, from the

ropellant surface, then the heat flux balance at the surface will

ake the form shown in Eq. (19) . 

p ̇ r c p (T s − T 0 ) = ρp ̇ r H s + 

ρp ̇ r c p (T d − T s ) f nll 

e ξd − 1 

(19)

 ξ = ln (1 + B ) (20)
d ds 
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Fig. 20. Predicted effect of SrCO 3 on the burn rate of AP/HTPB propellants with 

fixed coarse to fine ratio. 
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here, T d is the decomposition temperature of SrCO 3 (taken as

100 K), H s is the enthalpy change at the surface due to AP and

TPB decomposition and B ds = (T d − T s ) / (T s − T 0 − H s /c p ) , the de-

omposition transfer number. The crucial difference between this

quation compared to that for the case without SrCO 3 is the re-

lacement of the geometric factor ( g f ) with f nll , which denotes the

raction of the AP surface not covered by binder melt. This factor,

n addition to the geometric effect, will account for the additional

overage of the AP surface by binder melt. The factor, f nll is related

o the geometric factor ( g f ) as shown in Eq. (21) . 

f nll = g f − f ll (21) 

here f ll is the fraction of the AP surface covered by binder melt

n addition to the geometric effect. An expression for this will be

escribed later. A heat flux balance in the plane of decomposition

 ξ d ) is given by Eq. (22) . 

ρp ̇ r c p (T f − T d ) 

e ξ ∗ − e ξd 

]
ξd = 

[
ρp ̇ r c p (T d − T s ) 

e ξd − 1 

]
ξd + ρp ̇ r f SC H d (22) 

here, H d is the decomposition enthalpy of SrCO 3 , taken as

300 kJ/kg (endothermic) corresponding to SrO and CO 2 as final

roducts and f SC , the fraction of SrCO 3 around each AP particle.

qs. (19) and ( 22 ) along with the overall mass balance, given by

p ̇ r = K r p 
2 x ∗ is solved iteratively to get ξ ∗ and ξ d . With increase in

ressure, the limit, T s → T d will be approached; this corresponds

o decomposition at the surface. In this limit, ξd = 0 and the en-

halpy of decomposition of SrCO 3 is accounted for in the H s term. 

.1. Binder melt effect 

The binder melt effect is similar to the ‘blocking effect’ well

nown in the hybrid rocket literature [38] . It refers to the shield-

ng of heat flux received by the fuel surface due to high molecular

eight fragments generated by the decomposition of the polymer.

he binder melt in composite propellants represents an extreme

ersion of this shielding where the heat feedback is blocked to an

xtent that it is insufficient to vaporize the HTPB. While in uncat-

lyzed propellants this effect might start to play a role when the

verall SL drops to very fuel rich conditions, the presence of SrCO 3 

long with the binder shifts the limit to high SL. Drawing from the

ybrid rocket regression relationship [38] , the fraction of the AP

urface covered by binder melt ( f ll ) is expressed as a function of

he decomposition transfer number ( B ds ) as shown in Eq. (23) . 

f ll = C f SC (a + B ds ) 
−2 (23)

here f ll is the surface covered by liquid layer in addition to the

eometric factor, f SC is the fraction of SrCO 3 in a binder-matrix

oated AP particle, a is a positive constant to ensure that the value

f f ll remains bounded as the pressure increases since B ds decreases

ith pressure. The negative exponent on B ds accounts for the in-

rease in binder melt cover with pressure. At this stage, the model

s calibrated using the experimental results of C9P6 (see Fig. 20 );

 is taken as 6.5 and that of a as 0.35. A 10% change in c and a

eads to less than 5% change in the burn rates and hence the re-

ults are not found to be sensitive to the choice of values for C and

 . Predictions for other values of fraction of SrCO 3 maintaining the

ame coarse to fine ratio as C9P6 is shown in Fig. 20 along with

he result with 0% SrCO 3 . This approach needs more experimen-

al data on fine AP based propellants without and with additives,

t appears that the essential features of the effects are captured

y this formalism. Some preliminary work with a developmental

aboratory showed that the burn rate behavior was well captured

or the base propellant even when the experimental data was con-

ciously brought in later. More work in this direction is currently

lanned. 
. Conclusions and future work 

A novel framework based on the ‘Heterogeneous quasi-1D model’

ombined with a serial burning geometric description has been

resented for understanding the influence of AP particle size dis-

ribution on the burn rate of composite solid propellants. Identifi-

ation of pure AP and premixed AP/HTPB propellants as the canon-

cal flames for estimating model parameters is the most important

utcome of this work. A total of 50 propellants, covering a wide

ange of solid loading and particle size distributions, taken from

iterature was analyzed using this framework. AP particles smaller

han the pressure dependent premixed cut-off limit were homoge-

ized with HTPB and was used to determine the critical pressure ,

he pressure beyond which the binder-matrix can undergo self-

ustained deflagration. Based on the critical pressure, the 50 pro-

ellants were classified into two groups – 26 conventional and 24

FF propellants and further analysis was focused on conventional

ropellants as they are the most widely used practical propel-

ants. Accounting for the detailed particle size distribution brought

ut the wide variation in O/F of particles constituting a propel-

ant, something not attempted by earlier modeling work, has been

hown to be crucial to better predictions of burn rates and in

ncovering of the phenomenon of local extinction – quenching of

uel rich particles due to surface temperature, determined from the

eat balance, dropping below the LPDL of AP (870 K). The excellent

redictive capability of the model, partly due to accounting for lo-

al extinction, is demonstrated by comparison of calculated burn

ates for all conventional propellants (26 nos.) with experimental

esults from earlier literature. Hitherto unexplored quantitative re-

ation between the temperature sensitivity of propellants and AP is

sed to establish that the temperature sensitivity of an AP based

omposite propellant will always be less than that of the AP used

n the formulation - which itself can vary widely due to contami-

ants. This feature is suggestive of an approach to reduce tempera-

ure sensitivity of propellants remaining unaddressed till now. The

ramework is extended to account for the influence of burn rate

odifiers and a particularly difficult case arising out of addition

f the burn rate suppressing agent, strontium carbonate (SrCO 3 ),

s analyzed. Parameters calibrated to capture the burn rate varia-

ion of propellant C9P6 (2.5% SrCO 3 ) are used to obtain predictions

ith varying quantities of SrCO 3 , which can be used as candidate

ropellants for further experimental studies and validation of the

iquid layer model proposed her e. 
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